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Abstract 

 

Energy crisis and global warming are forcing us to develop and use the renewable 

sources of energy. Among the renewable energy sources, solar energy is the most important 

one, which is free and will never run out. Harvesting the solar energy can solve all of our 

energy problems but the only issue is the availability of efficient and cost effective means by 

which the solar energy could be harvested. Solar cells (also known as photovoltaic (PV) 

devices) convert the solar light into electricity and this electricity can be used in most of the 

sectors wherever energy is required. A respectable solar cell was first realized in 1954 and 

since then new advanced materials and device designs have been employed to improve their 

performance and to make them affordable. Application of new materials and different device 

designs gave birth to different generations of solar cells. Though the performance of these 

devices has improved time by time but still there are lots of issues which need to be 

addressed to make the technology more efficient and affordable. Basic and applied research 

will help us in improving the performance of these devices and keeping the same idea in our 

mind we have carried out some experiments on solar cells from different generations and the 

output results have been found a good contribution to the respective solar cell technologies. 

First of all as a part of this thesis, we carried out some studies to understand the 

reasons behind the poor stability in organic solar cells (OSCs) and then tried to improve their 

lifetime. Investigations were performed on two types of solar cells based on the bulk-

heterojunction network of poly(3-hexylthiophene) (P3HT) and phenyl [6,6] C61 butyric acid 

methyl ester (PCBM), one with slow degradation whereas other with faster degradation. The 

sample with slow degradation showed linear degradation in short circuit current density (Jsc), 

whereas the sample with faster degradation exhibited exponential degradation in Jsc. Linear 
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degradation is found to be caused by the degradation in active layer only whereas the 

exponential degradation is because of through degradation of the solar cell. The effect of 

degradation is investigated on different diode parameters. Because of different degradation 

processes in the two samples the variations in diode parameters with time were different. To 

improve the stability of OSCs, the active layer P3HT:PCBM was doped with an organic dye 

5,6,11,12-tetraphenylnaphthacene (rubrene). Rubrene doped devices exhibited better stability 

in all photovoltaic parameters and the lifetime was almost doubled but their photovoltaic 

efficiency was lower than those without rubrene doping. Rubrene imparts relatively better 

thermal, electrochemical and morphological stabilities to the active layer. The reduction in 

efficiencies was because of reduced photo-current and low fill factor (FF) due to increased 

recombination and introduction of defects/trapping sites by rubrene molecules. 

Next we performed some studies on c-Si and thin film solar cells and their modules. 

The studies were carried out on the evaluation of anticipated outdoor performance of 

semitransparent and opaque PV modules, having the maximum efficiencies reported in the 

literature at standard test conditions (STC). The studies were carried out particularly for the 

months of January and June in New Delhi, India. The outdoor performance was also 

evaluated for the commercially available semitransparent and opaque PV modules. Annual 

electrical energy, capitalized cost, annualized uniform cost (unacost) and cost per unit 

electrical energy for both types of solar modules were computed along with their 

characteristics curves. Semitransparent PV modules have shown higher efficiencies compared 

to the opaque ones. Calculations show that for the PV modules made in laboratory, CdTe 

exhibits the maximum annual electrical energy generation resulting into minimum cost per 

unit electrical energy, whereas a-Si/nc-Si possesses the maximum annual electrical energy 

generation giving minimum cost per unit electrical energy when commercially available solar 

modules are concerned. Copper indium gallium diselenide (CIGS) has shown the lowest 
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capitalized cost over all other PV technologies. 

The analytical expressions were developed to calculate the temperature dependent 

electrical efficiency (ηm) and the effect of water flow on a-Si thin film PV modules. The 

calculated results were validated by experimental investigations on commercially available  

a-Si thin film PV modules. With water flow on the PV module, ηm was observed to increase. 

Increment in the ηm has been attributed to dissipation of thermal energy associated with the 

PV module due to water flow on it. The effects of mass flow rates of water 
,

wm  on the 

module to water heat transfer coefficient (hm,w) and ηm have also been calculated. Increment 

in 
,

wm  increases both the hm,w and ηm. For low 
,

wm  of 0.001 kg/sec, the hm,w and ηm were 

calculated to be 14.2 W/m2K and 7 % respectively, whereas for high 
,

wm  of 0.85 kg/sec, the 

hm,w and ηm were calculated to be 413 W/m2K and 7.45 % respectively. Daily average 

electrical efficiencies of a-Si PV module with and without water flow have been found to be 

7.36% and 6.85 % respectively. Overall thermal efficiency and overall exergy of PV module 

with water flow have been found to be 22 % and 7.33 % respectively. 

The analytical expressions were also developed for ηm of semitransparent building 

integrated photovoltaic thermal (BiSPVT) systems as a function of climatic conditions and 

the design parameters of the building, with and without air duct. Along with the characteristic 

curves, energy and exergy analysis were also carried out. For the comparison and sensitive 

analysis, the numerical computations were carried out for a typical day of Srinagar, India. For 

c-Si BiSPVT system without air duct, the module average daily ηm and the average room 

temperature (Tr) were found to be 13.11 % and 25oC respectively, whereas with air duct the 

BiSPVT system inflicted ηm and Tr to be 12 % and 10.11oC respectively. The number of air 

changes (N) and mass flow rates of air ( fm ) are observed to have a significant effect on Tr. 

Analytical expressions for the ηm of building integrated opaque photovoltaic thermal 
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(BiOPVT) systems based on thin film PV devices have also been derived, which are valid for 

different climatic conditions and different design parameters of the building. The analysis is 

presented for BiOPVT systems based on a-Si, CdTe and CIGS thin film solar cells, with and 

without air duct. The systems have been analyzed for energy, exergy and characteristics 

performance for a typical day of Srinagar, India.  In particular for the BiOPVT system based 

on a-Si PV cells, the module daily average electrical efficiency and the average room 

temperature, without air duct were found to be 7.57 % and 18.7oC respectively, whereas with 

air duct they were found to be 7 % and 15.2oC respectively. The N and fm  are found to have 

a significant effect on Tr.  

After that the exergoeconomic and enviroeconomic analysis of the semitransparent 

and opaque PV modules based on different kinds of solar cells were carried out. Annual 

electrical energy and net present values have also been computed for the composite climatic 

conditions of New Delhi, India. Irrespective of the solar cell type, the semitransparent PV 

modules have shown higher net energy loss rate (Len) and net exergy loss rate (Lex) compared 

to the opaque ones. Among all types of solar modules, the one based on c-Si exhibited the 

minimum Len and Lex. Compared to the opaque ones, the semitransparent PV modules have 

shown higher CO2 reduction giving higher environmental cost reduction per annum and the 

highest environmental cost reduction per annum was found for a-Si PV module. 
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